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Vacuum-carburizing field experience has dernonstrated the need for a more preeise
ccntrcl system that controls case depth and autonraticatly adjusts the furnace
c*oling rate to achieve a predetermined Yickers hardness. Tke lnstitute af l*lateri-
als Seience and fngineering" in cooper*tion with SICOIWARWICK S.A., has devel-
oped the SimVaCPlut'* Hardness software program to determine carburized-layer
hardness profiles after gas quenching (cooting).

he SimVaCPlus Hardness pro-
gram is an essential part of the
already commercialized Slm'
VaCrM system that currently

provides process advantages. Commercial
users of this new program report signifr-

cant improvements in furnace uptime and
fewer errors in the initial heat trear runs.

Introduction
Vacuum carburizing with high.pressure
gas quenching is one of the fastest grow-

ing manufacturing processes in both the
automotive and aerospace industries. The
critical parameters that determine the car-

burized charge properties after quenching
are:
. Cooling efficiency (dependent on the

type of cooling media, pressure and ve-

locity of gas flux)
. Chemical composition and thermal

properties of the treated element
o tansformations during cooling and re.

sulting internal stresses

This paper will introduce and establish
the SimVaCPlus Hardness software as a

key component to {acilitate the correct
heat-treatment cycle and to achieve pre-

cise metallurgical results in a minimum
amount of time.

Model of Gas Cooling Under High
Pressure
To analyze the effectiveness of this pro-
cess, the iesćarch gioup had to address the
following design issues:[]l

1. Describe the phenomena accompanying
the cooling of the charge-side vacuum.

carburizing furnace chamber together
with an examination of the model, al-

lowing the characteristic Ę parameter

to deline the intensity of the cooling.
It must be mentioned that with regard

to the cooling.chamber geometry, de-

termination of the cr(t) parameter in-
volved including both construction
parameters and gas-velocity flelds inside

the chamber.[s]

2. Determine the influence of the ma-

terial . grade (chemical composition,
physical properties) on the properties

obtained after heat treatment. A data-
base was created to tabu-
late the resuits.

l. Describe the relationship
between the shape, mass

and surface area of the
charge on the cooling in-
rensny.

4. Development of a math-

ematical model to deter-

mine the effect of cooling
speed on the load - spe-

cifically each point of the
part geometry.

Determining the cooling
speed at a particular distance
from the surface of analyzed
detail was necessary to cal-

culate the hardness profrle

in rhe carburized layer of a

particular geometry. To meet this goal,

the group decided to use the superposi-
tion method.[2' 8' 9l This solution is based

on the non-established heat-flow equa-

1ion.[10, i1J

Working through the controlling equa-

tions and making the necessary assump.

tions. it was necessarv to find the relation-
ship between hardness and cooling speed

within a given distance from the surface

as well as with carbon percentage.[6' 7J As
a result, 15 sheets were tested showing the
relationship between hardness, carbon
content and cooling speed for 24 typical
steel grades used in carburizing. Examples
ofsuch data are presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. t. The relationship between hardness and cooling
speed and carbon Gontent fo] the steel with €t=o.7-1.oo/o,
P=0.035o/o,Si=O.17-O.37o/o,Mn=O.5-0,89o,S=O.04olo
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Computer Simulation of the Carbon
Profile in the Surface Layer
The SimVaCPlus Hardness application
allows the user to select the carburizing
and heaptreatment parameters to achieve

the desired metallurgical properties. The
application a1lows the user to define the
steel grade and part geometry and to select

the material or process specifications such

as chemical composition and quenching

temperature. This criteria is then used

for further caiculations of cooling speeds

based on the physical properties of treated
elements as well as the mass and geometry

of the charge.

The process may be designed in one of
two ways:

o Manual - The user specifies the input
)^.^ t^- -L^ ^..^t^udld lUI Lrrę lyLrt.

o Automatic - The user selects a pre-

programmed program that calculates
each stage of the process and provides a
ttrecipe.tt

In both cases preloaded information can
be used that helps to deńne the process
(Fig. 2, 3).

The next step is defining the load to be

heat treated. The menu selections, which
quickly describe the physical load proper-

ties and the surface area to be carburized
(Fig. 4, 5), were created especially for this
purpose.
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After these steps are completed, a sum-

mary is presented to the user with in{or-

mation about the proposed cycle (Fig. ó).

Acceptance of these parameters signals

the program to start, and the carbon pro-

flle in the carburized layer is calculated.
The program then calculates the hardness
profile and case (Fig. 7). If expected values
of hardness cannot be obtained, the ap-

plication will notify the user (Fig. 8).

Fig.2. Automatic process-design window Fig. 3. Manual process-design window

Fig.4. Windows of configuration and modifying of charge

Fig.5. Simulation window for defining charge elements



Experimental Verification
Experimental verification ofthe results ob-
tained from the described hardness calcu-
lation method was performed in a single-
chamber furnace with vacuum carburizing

- type VPT4035136. The samples tested
had dimensions of 25mm circumference x
i5Omm long, were made of two types of
steel _ lóMnCr5 and 18CrMnTi5 - and
underwenl diflerent carburizing processes.
Each charge contained 270 samples in two

, layers with a total weight of 156kg and sur,
I face area equal 3.5m2. Different thickness

i of carburized layers and different surface
i hardnesses were considered to verify val-
I ues calculated by the program module.
i The SimVaCPlus Hardness module
i was used to calculate carbon profrles and

I pro."r, srructure (with division into car-

I burizing and diffusion stages). Next, the
i data was imported into the computerized
I system of the VPT furnace, and the pro-

lng 1n nltrogen at a pressure of 9 bars
was carried out. Microhardness prońles
in treated samples were determined after
the processes, with results shown in Fig-
ures 9 and 10. For ióMnCr5 steel, varying

carburized-layer thicknesses and different
surface hardnesses were considered. The
18CrMnTi5 steel required a consrant sur-
face hardness while the carburized-layer
thickness varied.

i ",".".ll r r iullldLę' dlru Llrc pfo-

I cess of vacuum carburizing and quench.

I

I 
Fig.6. User menu with process parameters
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Fig. 10. Hardness-profile diagram for l gCrMnTi5 steel pieces
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Fig.7. Application window with carbon and hardness profiles after simulation

Fig.8. Warning window for process design
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Fig. 9. Hardness-profile diagram for I 6MnCr5 steel pieces
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Summary
The Institute of Materials Engineering,
in cooperarion with SECO/WAR\7ICK
S.A., developed the SimVaCplus Hard-
ness software program to determine
carburized-layer hardness profiies after
gas quenching (cooling). When calcu_
iating the cooling-speed requirements
(cooling pressure), the program takes
into consideration the furnace cooling
characteristics, load (charge) conńgura-
tion, part geometry and carburizing-case
profile. This program reduces the heat-
treating-process design time and limits
or even eliminates trial cycles. To design
the cycle, the user can specify carbon
surface concentration and effective case
depth, and the software calculates the
appropriate cycle.

SimVaCPlus Hardness is part of SECO/
!7AR!7lCK's FineCarb@ technology,
working together to create a useful tool
for designing heat-treatmenr processes
on the basis of user-delined requirements
without the guesswork associated with
conventional carburizing equipmenr.

In the near future, the next develop-
ment step for this application will be
providing the means of determining the
materiai structure after heat treatment
as well as extending the materials data-
base with additional special carburizing
steels. lH

Beferences @vailabte online)

For more information: Contact Janusz Ko_
walewski, vice president, Vacuum Group,
SECO/WARWICK Corporation, p.O. Box 908,
180 Mercer St., Meadville, pA 16335; tel:
814-332- 8491; fax: 814-724-1407; e-mail:
jkowalew@secowarwick.com; web: www.
secowarwick.com

Additional related information may be
found by searching for these (and other)
key words/terms via BNp Media SEARCH
at www.industrialheating.com: vacuum
carburizing, carbon profile, gas quench-
ing, hardness depth profile
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THE HERRING GROUP.INC.
Home of ,,The Heat Treat Doctor@"

SERVICES AVAILABLE:
c- Education/Tyaining
cr Consulting
rc Product/process Analvsis
rc problem Solving
n- Furnace Diagnostics
c- Marketing Studies

Increasę productivity, lower energy and operating costs, improve worker
output and satisfaction, and increase company profrtability. Let our staff

put their practical, engineering, and scientific eiperience to work for you!

Contact us todayTr, o,,n r, O Sintering Needs.

łkt The HERRING GRoUP, Inc.
.l} &Ęaałałal S<aaat sa*a
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The Hening Group, Inc. . p. O. Box gg4 . Etmhurst, fL 60126_0gg4
phone: 630_834-3017 . Fax: 630_834_3117

Cell: 630-640_9049 . Email: dherring@heat-fteat_doctor.com
We b s ite : www. heat _tre at_ doctor c om
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